ABSTRACT. We use Minimax Methods and explore compact embedddings in the context of Orlicz and Orlicz-Sobolev spaces to get existence of weak solutions on a class of semilinear elliptic equations with nonlinearities near critical growth. We consider both biharmonic equations with Navier boundary conditions and Laplacian equations with Dirichlet boundary conditions.
1. INTRODUCTION Our concern in this paper is on finding weak solutions for the problem By a weak solution of (i.I) we mean n element E H= HJ(fl) Our Theorem improves results by Rabinowitz [15] , Gu [7] , deFigueiredo, Clement & Mitidieri [3] in the sense that we allow less restrictive growth on f(x, t). It is also related to some results in Brdzis & Nirenberg [14] , Pucci & Serrin [12] , van der Vorst [13] . [6] ). We shall apply theorem 2 with I I, and X H,,,. This completes the proof of lemma 4. Before proceding to the proof of lemma 5 we consider the function a'(t) 2Ca(t). We remark that a'(t) has the same properties of a(t) and in addition its potential A'(t) f a'(r)dr is an N-function having the same properties as A(t). In particular A" satisfies (1.4) and moreover If(x,t)l C1 + -a (t).
PROOF OF LEMMA 5. Using (1.7) we have c > 511ull f F(z, u.) k 1/211ull c f u.f(z, u.). [f(z, U,,)[LA. < C, for some C > 0.
(3.8) We have already shown using the lemmat above that 1 h a critical point u 6 H so that (, v) f, f(, ), H.
In the ce m 1, we have H H2 and so u is a weak solution of (,).
In the ce m 2 it remains to show that Au 0 on Off. We use here an argument of [4] .
By (1.3) and (1.5), we have f(z, u) e L"" (fl) with --+ 
